TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
1. Jumpin Heights has international safety procedures; however I accept that Bungy Jumping,
Gaint Swing and Flying Fox contains the potential element of the personal risk.
2. I will not jump or fly if I have any of the following medical Conditions: Back or Neck Injuries
or disorders, Pregnancy, High Blood Pressure, Heart Conditions, Neurological Disorders.
3. I will inform the jump staff of any medical conditions such as: Epilepsy, Asthma, Recent
Breaks/Strains/Surgery, previous dislocations or any other relevant conditions.
4. I will understand that there is No Smoking on the bridge or the Fox Launch Platform at all
times, And I will not be permitted to jump in the intoxicated State or after the consumption of
the alcohol.
5. I understand that the Jumpin heights has the No Refund Policy on all the activities and the
activities are Non-Transferable.
6. Videography and Photography is prohibited at the Bungy Brigde and Flying Fox Area.
7. The Jump Master or the Fox Master has the ultimate authority regarding all the Jump/Flying
Fox related Activities.
8. I appreciate that I have to be present at the Jump Zone(Village MohanChatti) before 11:30 am
to be able to jump on the same day and we follow the 'First Come First Serve' Policy at Site.
9. I have read and understood the information above and promise to listen and follow all the staff
instructions and accept the responsibility for all my own actions.
10. I understand that the online booking does not include the entry Fee Charges and that I would
need to purchase the Entry Ticket on site.
Please Contact for any further information
Web : www.jumpinheights.com Email : enquiries@jumpinheights.com,
Contact No. : 0135-2442100, +91 7830335577, +91 7830404067
Note: You will need to purchase an Entry Ticket of Rs.100.00 on the site or Booking Office. You can
avail Bungy Coach Service from Jumpin Heights booking office Laxman Jhoola-Tapovan,Rishikesh to
Jump Zone on the Payment of Rs.300.00 at Booking Office. For booking please coordinate with the
above mentioned contact numbers.

